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Abstract: Recent understanding of the thermodynamics of small-scale systems have
enabled the characterization of the thermodynamic requirements of implementing quan-
tum processes for fixed input states. Here, we extend these results to construct optimal
universal implementations of a given process, that is, implementations that are accu-
rate for any possible input state even after many independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) repetitions of the process.We find that the optimal work cost rate of such an imple-
mentation is given by the thermodynamic capacity of the process, which is a single-letter
and additive quantity defined as the maximal difference in relative entropy to the thermal
state between the input and the output of the channel. Beyond being a thermodynamic
analogue of the reverse Shannon theorem for quantum channels, our results introduce a
new notion of quantum typicality and present a thermodynamic application of convex-
split methods.
1. Introduction
In the information-theoretic approach to thermodynamics, a careful analysis of the
resources required to perform thermodynamic tasks has allowed to consistently and
systematically describe the thermodynamic behaviour of quantum systems at the nano-
scale [1]. In particular, thermodynamics can be phrased as a resource theory [2–4]. In a
resource theory, one specifies which operations can be carried out at no cost—the free
operations—and then one studies howmuch of external resources (e.g., thermodynamic
work) one needs to provide to carry out operations that are not free. Two established
resource theories for quantum thermodynamics are thermal operations [2,3] and Gibbs-
preserving maps [5,6]. In the former, the free operations consist of energy-conserving
interactions of the system with a heat bath, while in the latter, the free operations are
any quantum operation that preserves the thermal state. It is reasonable to assume that
thermal operations can be realized in an idealized setting, making them a good choice of
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framework for constructing explicit protocols, whereas Gibbs-preserving maps encom-
pass a broader class of operations, allowing us to derive stronger fundamental limits.
The resource theory approach to thermodynamics has revealed close connectionswith
measures of information known from quantum information theory [7,8]. Namely, single-
shot thermodynamic and information-theoretic tasks are both quantified by relevant
entropymeasures [9–11]. Consequently, tools fromquantumShannon theory can be used
to characterize tasks in thermodynamics, for instance to derive second-order asymptotics
of the work cost of state transformations [12]. Recently, focus was shifted to understand
the resource costs of quantum processes, rather than state transformations [13–16].
The information measure associated with quantum processes is the quantum capacity,
along with its many variants [17]. A natural question arises: What is the thermodynamic
analogue of the quantum capacity?
Here, we ask howmuchwork is required to implement a given quantum process, with
the requirement that the implementation is accurate for any possible input state. In the
single-instance regime, we find that the answer is a variation of the results obtained in
Ref. [16]. However, in the regime where we consider many independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) copies of the process, important differences arise due to typicality.
We find that the optimal work cost of such an implementation in the i.i.d. regime is
given by the thermodynamic capacity, defined as the maximal difference between the
input and output free energy of the process over all possible input states. The fact that
no implementation can perform better than the thermodynamic capacity follows fairly
straightforwardly from the results of Ref. [16]. The technically challenging part of the
present paper is to show that there exist protocols that achieve this limit.
We provide three different constructions of such protocols, each valid in different
settings. In the first construction, we make the simplifying assumption that Hamiltonian
of the system is trivial as in Ref. [13]. We then show that simple properties of one-shot
entropy measures, coupled with the post-selection technique [18], provide an existence
proof of the required implementation. The implementation is given in terms of thermal
operations. In our second construction, we develop novel quantum typicality tools which
we use along with the post-selection technique to explicitly construct an implementation
in terms of Gibbs-preserving maps for any i.i.d. process and for any system Hamilto-
nian. In our third construction, we assume that the i.i.d. process is time-covariant, i.e.,
commutes with the time evolution. We then use recent results on the convex-split lemma
and position-based decoding [19] to construct an implementation of a time-covariant
i.i.d. process with thermal operations.
Our results imply that the thermodynamic resource theory of channels becomes re-
versible in the i.i.d. limit [20]. Namely, invoking the results in Ref. [21], we see that
the work rate that is required to implement a given i.i.d. process is the same as what
can be extracted if the i.i.d. process is provided to us as a black box. This provides a
thermodynamic analogue of the reverse Shannon theorem from quantum information
theory. This theorem states that the quantummutual information of the channel uniquely
characterizes the resources required to simulate the channel with noiseless channel uses
and shared entanglement, as well as to distil a noiseless channel from many uses of the
channel and shared entanglement [22,23]. Indeed, our proof techniques are inspired by
Refs. [22,24–26].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives the necessary
preliminaries and fixes some notation. Section 3 introduces two resource theories for
thermodynamics, thermal operations andGibbs-preservingmaps. In Sect. 4we introduce
the thermodynamic capacity and present some elementary properties. In Sect. 5, we
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provide our first construction for a trivial Hamiltonian. In Sect. 6 we provide our second
construction, which is valid in the general setting and provides an implementation in
terms of Gibbs-preserving maps. Section 7 provides our third construction, valid for
time-covariant i.i.d. processes, and built with thermal operations. Our conclusions are
presented in Sect. 8. Various more technical proof details are deferred to “Appendices
A–F”.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Quantum states, quantum processes, and distance measures. Each quantum system
considered lives in a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. A quantum state is a positive semi-
definite operator ρ satisfying tr[ρ] = 1. A sub-normalized quantum state is a positive
semi-definite operator ρ satisfying tr[ρ]  1. To each system S is associated a standard
basis, usually denoted by {|k〉S}. For any two systems A, A′, we denote by A  A′ the fact
that they are isometric. In that case, we consider a representation in which the isometry
maps the standard basis onto the standard basis, i.e., idA→A′(|k〉〈k|A) = |k〉〈k|A′ for all
k, where idA→A′ denotes the identity process. For any two systems A  A′, we define
the non-normalized maximally entangled reference ket |Φ〉A:A′ = ∑k |k〉A ⊗ |k〉A′ .
Matrix inequalities are with respect to the positive semi-definite cone: A  B signifies
that B − A is positive semi-definite. A completely positive map EX→X ′ is a linear
mapping that maps Hermitian operators on X to Hermitian operators on X ′ and that
satisfies EX→X ′(ΦX :RX )  0, where RX  X . The adjoint E †X←X ′ of a completely
positive map EX→X ′ is the unique completely positive map X ′ → X that satisfies
tr[E (Y ) Z ] = tr[YE †(Z)] for all operators Y, Z . A completely positive map EX→X ′ is
trace-preserving if E †(1X ′) = 1X and trace non-increasing if E †(1X ′)  1X .
Proximity of quantum states can be measured by the fidelity F(ρ, σ ) = ‖√ρ√σ‖1,




. The fidelity is ex-
tended to sub-normalized states ρ, σ as the generalized fidelity, F̄(ρ, σ ) = ‖√ρ√σ‖1+√
(1 − tr[ρ])(1 − tr[σ ]), noting that F(·, ·) = F̄(·, ·) whenever at least one of the states
is normalized. An associated metric can be defined for any sub-normalized states as
P(ρ, σ ) =
√
1 − F̄2(ρ, σ ), called the purified distance [10,11,27], or root infidelity,
and is closely related to the Bures distance and the quantum angle [28]. The proximity
of two sub-normalized quantum states ρ, σ may also be measured in the trace distance
D(ρ, σ ) = 12‖ρ − σ‖1. We note that the one-norm of a Hermitian operator A can be
expressed as
‖A‖1 = max‖Z‖∞1 tr[Z A] = minΔ±0
A=Δ+−Δ−
tr[Δ+] + tr[Δ−] , (1)
where the first optimization ranges over Hermitian Z operators and where the second
over positive semi-definite operators Δ±. For any two states ρ, σ (one can even be
sub-normalized), the purified distance and the trace distance are related via
D(ρ, σ )  P(ρ, σ ) 
√
2D(ρ, σ ) . (2)
Similarly, we may define a distance measure for channels: For two completely positive,





∥TX→X ′ − T ′X→X ′
∥
∥ = maxσX R D
(
TX→X ′(σX R),T ′X→X ′(σX R)
)
, (3)
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where the optimization ranges over all bipartite quantum states over X and a refer-
ence system R  X . The optimization may be restricted to pure states without loss of
generality.
2.2. Entropy measures. The von Neumann entropy of a quantum state ρ is H(ρ) =
− tr[ρ ln ρ]. In this work, all entropies are defined in units of nats, using the natural
logarithm ln(·), instead of units of (qu)bits. A number of nats is equal to ln(2) times the
corresponding number of qubits. The conditional von Neumann entropy of a bipartite
state ρAB is given by
H(A | B)ρ = H(AB)ρ − H(B)ρ = H(ρAB) − H(ρB) . (4)
The quantum relative entropy is defined as
D(ρ ‖ σ) = tr[ρ(ln ρ − ln σ )] , (5)
where ρ is a quantum state and where σ is any positive semi-definite operator whose
support contains the support of ρ.
2.3. Schur–Weyl duality. Consider a Hilbert spaceHA and n ∈ N. The group GL(dA)×
Sn acts naturally onH
⊗n
A , where X ∈ GL(dA) acts as X⊗n and where the permutation
group permutes the tensor factors. We follow closely the notation of Refs. [24,25].







Qλ ⊗ Pλ , (6)
where λ ∈ Young(n, d) are Young diagrams with n boxes and (at most) d rows, and
where Qλ, Pλ are irreducible representations of GL(dA) and Sn , respectively. The
number of Young diagrams in the decomposition above is at most poly(n), if dA is kept
constant. We write poly(n) = O(poly(n)) in big O notation for terms whose absolute
value is upper bounded by some polynomial nc for c ∈ N in the asymptotic limit n → ∞.
We denote by ΠλAn the projector in H
⊗n
A onto the term labelled by λ in the de-
composition above. We denote by qλ(X) a representing matrix of X ∈ GL(dA) in the
irreducible representation labelled by λ; the operator qλ(X) lives inQλ. We furthermore
introduce the following notation, for any Y ∈ Qλ ⊗ Pλ,
[ Y ]λ = 1(Qλ⊗Pλ)→An Y 1†(Qλ⊗Pλ)←An , (7)
which represents the canonical embedding of an operator Y onQλ ⊗Pλ into the space
H ⊗nA , i.e., mapping Y onto the corresponding block in (6). In particular,
ΠλAn [Y ]λ ΠλAn = [Y ]λ . (8)
Any operator X An acting on the n copies which commutes with all the permutations




[Xλ ⊗ 1Pλ ]λ (9)
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for some set of operators Xλ ∈ Qλ. In particular, [X An ,ΠλAn ] = 0. We can make this
more precise for i.i.d. states. For any X ∈ GL(dA), we have that




[qλ(X) ⊗ 1Pλ ]λ . (11)
For a given λ ∈ Young(n, d), it is often useful to consider the corresponding normalized
probability distribution λ/n = (λi/n)i . The entropy of this distribution is given by









where λi is the number of boxes in the i-th row of the diagram.
If we have n copies of a bipartite system HA ⊗ HB , then we may Schur–Weyl de-
composeH ⊗nA ,H
⊗n
B and (HA ⊗HB)⊗n under the respective actions of GL(dA)×Sn ,
GL(dB) × Sn and GL(dAdB) × Sn . A useful property we will need here is that the pro-
jectors onto the respective Schur–Weyl blocks commute between these decompositions.
Lemma 2.1. Consider two spaces HA,HB and let ΠλAn Bn and Π
λ′
An be the projectors
onto Schur–Weyl blocks of H ⊗nAB and H
⊗n
A , respectively, with λ ∈ Young(dAdB, n) and
λ′ ∈ Young(dA, n). Then, we have
[ΠλAn Bn ,Πλ
′
An ⊗ 1Bn ] = 0 . (13)
Proof. Πλ
′
An ⊗ 1Bn is invariant under the action of Sn permuting the copies of A ⊗ B,
and so it admits a decomposition of the form (9) and commutes with ΠλAn Bn . 
The following is another lemma about how much overlap Schur–Weyl blocks have
on a bipartite system versus on one of the two systems. This lemma forms the basis of
our universal typical subspace.
Lemma 2.2. Consider n ∈ N copies of a bipartite system HA ⊗ HB. Then, for any













noting that [1An ⊗ Πλ′Bn ,ΠλAn Bn ] = 0.
The proof is provided in “Appendix A”.
2.4. Estimating entropy. Measuring the Young diagram λ—that is, performing the pro-
jective measurement with operators {ΠλAn }λ—yields a good estimation of the spectrum
of a state ρA when given ρ
⊗n
A [25]. An estimate for the entropy of ρ is thus obtained by
calculating the entropy H(λ/n) corresponding to the probability distribution λ/n.
Proposition 2.1 (Spectrum and entropy estimation [22,24,25]). Consider n ∈ N copies
of a system HA. Then, the family of projectors {ΠλAn }λ given by Schur–Weyl duality
forms a POVM obeying the following property: For any δ > 0, there exists an η > 0












⎦  1 − poly(n) exp (−nη) . (15)
The proof is provided in “Appendix A”.
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2.5. Estimating energy.
Proposition 2.2. Consider any observable HA on HA and write ΓA = e−HA . Then,




onto the eigenspaces of Γ ⊗nA forms a POVM satisfying the
following properties:
(i) There are at most poly(n) POVM elements, with the label k running over a set
k ∈ Kn(HA) ⊂ R;
(ii) We have [RkAn , Γ ⊗nA ] = 0 and e−nk RkAn = RkAn Γ ⊗nA ;
(iii) For any δ > 0 and for any state ρA,
tr
[




 1 − 2e−nη with η = δ2/(2‖HA‖2∞), (16)





(iv) For any h ∈ R, we have





−n(k−δ) R≈δhAn . (18)
The proof is provided in “Appendix A”.
2.6. Post-selection technique. The post-selection technique is useful for bounding the
diamond norm of a candidate smoothed channel to a target ideal i.i.d. channel.
Theorem 2.1 (Post-selection technique [18]). Let X, X ′ be quantum systems, EX→X ′
be a completely positive, trace-preserving map, and TXn→X ′n be a completely positive,
trace non-increasing map. Furthermore, let R̄  X,
ζXn = tr R̄n
[∫







where dφX R̄ denotes the Haar-induced measure on the pure states on X ⊗ R̄, and dσX










Moreover, for all n ∈ N there exists a set {|φi 〉X R̄
}
of at most poly(n) states, and a
probability distribution {pi }, providing a purification of ζXn as




pi |φi 〉⊗nX R̄ ⊗ |i〉R′ (21)
with a register R′ of size poly(n).
The first part of the theorem is [18, Eq. (4)] and the second part is, e.g., found as
[23, Cor. D.6]. The following proposition shows that a given channel is close to an i.i.d.
channel, if it behaves as expected on all i.i.d. states with exponentially good accuracy.
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Proposition 2.3. For three systems X, X ′, E, let VX→X ′ E be an isometry and WXn→X ′n En
be an isometry which commutes with the permutations of the n systems. Furthermore,
assume that there exists η > 0 independent of n such that for all pure states |σ 〉〈σ |X RX
with a reference system RX  X, we have
Re
{
〈σ |⊗nX RX (V
†
X←X ′ E )
⊗n WXn→X ′n En |σ 〉⊗nX RX
}
 1 − poly(n) exp(−nη) . (22)
For EX→X ′(·) = trE
[
VX→X ′ E (·) V †
]
and TXn→X ′n (·) = trEn
[







∥TXn→X ′n − E ⊗nX→X ′
∥
∥  poly(n) exp(−nη/2) . (23)
The proof is provided in “Appendix A”.
3. Resource Theory of Thermodynamics
3.1. Gibbs-preserving maps. We consider the framework of Ref. [16], where for each
system S considered a positive semi-definite operator ΓS  0 is associated. A trace non-
increasing, completely positivemapΦA→B is allowed for free if it satisfiesΦA→B(ΓA) 
ΓB . In the case of a system S with Hamiltonian HS , and in the presence of a single heat
bath at inverse temperature β, the relevant thermodynamic framework is given by setting
ΓS = e−βHS . In the remainder of this paper, when using the present framework, it is
convenient to work with the Γ operators on an abstract level. The results then also apply
to situations where several different thermodynamic baths are considered, or in more
general settings where a specific operator needs to be conserved by the spontaneous
evolution of the system [16].
The resources required to enable non-free operations are counted using an explicit
system that provides these resources, such as an information battery. An information
battery is a large register W whose associated operator ΓW is simply ΓW = 1W (i.e.,
HW = 0). The information battery is required to be in a state of the special form τmW =
PmW / tr[PmW ] where PmW is a projector of rank em . That is, τmW has uniform eigenvalues
over a given rank em . We denote the charge or resource value of a battery state τmW by
w(τmW ) = ln(d) − m, where d is the dimension of the information battery. The value
w(τ) measures the amount of purity present in the state τ , which is the basic resource
required to implement maps that are not already Gibbs-preserving maps. We choose to
measure w(τ) in units of number of pure nats, equal to ln(2) times a number of pure
qubits. A Gibbs-preserving map that acts jointly on a system and an information battery,
and which maps the input battery state τ to the output battery state τ ′, is deemed to
consume an amount of work w = w(τ) − w(τ ′).
The resources can be counted in terms of thermodynamicwork in units of energy ifwe
are given a heat bath at inverse temperature T . Recall that a pure qubit can be converted to
kT ln(2)work using a Szilárd engine, where k is Boltzmann’s constant [29]. By counting
purity in nats instead of qubits, we get rid of the ln(2) factor: A number λ of pure nats can
be converted into λ kT thermodynamicwork using a Szilárd-type engine.We count work
exclusively in equivalent of pure nats, for simplicity, as opposed to units of energy. The
two are directly related by a factor β−1 = kT . Furthermore, this eliminates the factor
β from otherwise essentially information-theoretic expressions, and our theorems thus
directly apply to cases where ΓX , ΓX ′ are any abstract positive semi-definite operators
which are not necessarily defined via a Hamiltonian.
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Let ΦX W→X ′W be a Gibbs-preserving map acting on an information battery W , and
let τmW , τ
m′
W be two information battery states. An implementation running the operation
ΦX W→X ′W with the given input and output battery states is tasked to (a) make available
the input battery state, (b) apply the operation ΦX W→X ′W , and (c) check that the output
battery state is appropriate (e.g., for possible future re-use). For the verification in Point
(c) it is sufficient to measure the two-outcome POVM {Pm′W ,1 − Pm
′
W }; as long as the
first outcome is observed, it is always possible to bring the state to τm
′
W by applying
a completely thermalizing operation on the support of Pm
′
W (here, this is a completely
randomizing or completely symmetrizing operation). In the constructions presented in
the present paper, we allow this verification measurement to fail with a small fixed
probability ε > 0.
A convenient mathematical object to characterize what the operation does on the
system is the following. The effective work processTX→X ′ F associated withΦX W→X ′W
and (τmW , τ
m′
W ) is the trace non-increasing map defined as









The question of implementing a process E becomes the issue of finding a Gibbs-
preserving map along with battery states such that the associated effective work process
is close to E . Specifically, if ‖TX→X ′ − EX→X ′ ‖  ε, then we can assert that the
failure probability in Point (c) above is bounded by ε for all possible inputs on X ; the
operation therefore implements EX→X ′ accurately with high success probability.
A useful characterization of which processes can be implemented using an informa-
tion battery is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1 ( [16, Proposition I]). LetΓX , ΓX ′  0,TX→X ′ be a completely positive,
trace non-increasing map, and w ∈ R. Then, the following are equivalent:
(i) We have TX→X ′(ΓX )  ew ΓX ′ ;
(ii) For all δ > 0 there exists an information battery W and two battery states τW , τ ′W such
that w(τW ) − w(τ ′W )  w + δ, and there exists a Gibbs-preserving map ΦX W→X ′W
with TX→X ′ the effective work process associated with ΦX W→X ′W and (τW , τ ′W ).
Therefore, to show that one can implement EX→X ′ with Gibbs-preserving maps
while expending work w, it suffices to exhibit a map TX→X ′ that is ε-close to EX→X ′
in diamond distance and that satisfiesTX→X ′(ΓX )  ewΓX ′ . From the proof in [16] we
know in Point (ii) above that W , τW ≡ τmW and τ ′W ≡ τm
′
W can be chosen freely as long
as m′ − m = w(τW ) − w(τ ′W )  w and that the corresponding Gibbs-preserving map
is given by





)] ⊗ τm′W . (25)
In Ref. [16], the resource cost w of implementing a process EX→X ′ (any completely
positive, trace-preserving map) up to an accuracy ε  0 in terms of proximity of the
process matrix given a fixed input state σX , counted in pure nats, was shown to be given
by the coherent relative entropy
w = −D̂εX→X ′(EX→X ′(σX RX ) ‖ΓX , ΓX ′) = ln min
T (ΓX )αΓX ′
P(T (σX RX ),E (σX RX ))ε
α , (26)
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where σX RX is the purification of σX on a system RX  X given by |σ 〉X R = σ 1/2X |Φ〉X :
RX , and where the optimization ranges over completely positive, trace non-increasing
mapsTX→X ′ . The coherent relative entropy enjoys a collection of properties in relation
to the conditional min- and max-entropy, and to the min- and max-relative entropy.
It satisfies the following asymptotic equipartition property: For a completely positive,











∥Γ ⊗nX , Γ
⊗n
X ′
) = D(σX ‖ΓX ) − D(E (σX ) ‖ΓX ′) .
(27)
3.2. Thermal operations. The framework of Gibbs-sub-preserving maps is technically
convenient, but it is unclear whether any Gibbs-sub-preserving operation can be im-
plemented at no work cost using other frameworks. This includes for example thermal
operations that might be considered more operational
Here, we consider the alternative framework of thermal operations [2,3,8]. Each
system S of interest has an associated Hamiltonian HS and is not interacting with the
other systems. For a given fixed inverse temperatureβ, we allow the following operations
to be carried out for free:
(i) Apply any unitary operation that commutes with the total Hamiltonian;
(ii) Bring in any ancillary system in its Gibbs state at inverse temperature β; and
(iii) Discard any system.
The most general transformation a system S can undergo under this set of rules is a
thermal operation. A thermal operations is any process that can be implemented using
an additional system B with any Hamiltonian HB and with any unitary USB satisfying










where γB = e−βHB / tr[e−βHB ] is the Gibbs state of the bath system B. Observe that
any concatenation of thermal operations is again a thermal operation.
Clearly, any thermal operation ΦS leaves the thermal state γS = e−βHS / tr[e−βHS ]
on S invariant. Hence, any lower bound on the work cost of an implementation derived
in the framework of Gibbs-preserving maps also applies to thermal operations. We use
the same definitions of work and the effective work process for thermal operations as
we defined for Gibbs-preserving maps earlier: an information battery is used to account
for work, and the effective work process associated with a thermal operation ΦX W→X W
with respect to battery states (τmW , τ
m′
W ) is also defined by (24).
When considering only states that commute with the Hamiltonian, a powerful tool to
characterize possible state transformations is the notion of thermomajorization [8]. In the
fully quantumregime, there is in contrast noknownsimplemathematical characterization
of the work required to implement a quantum process with thermal operations. In fact,
because thermal operations are time-covariant, it is impossible to implement processes
that are not time-covariant, even if the latter might admit an implementation with a
Gibbs-preserving map [6].
We will later use a primitive that transforms a thermal state into a pure energy eigen-
state. The next statement follows directly from [8, Eq. (8) and Suppl. Note 4].
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Proposition 3.2. Let γX = e−βHX / tr[e−βHX ] be the thermal state on a system X with
Hamiltonian HX , and let |E〉X be a pure energy eigenstate of HX . There exists a ther-




) = |E〉〈E |X ⊗ τ ′W and such that w(τW ) − w(τ ′W ) can be chosen arbi-
trarily close to βE + ln tr[e−βHX ].
4. Thermodynamic Capacity
4.1. Definition. Let X, X ′ bequantumsystems,EX→X ′ be aquantumprocess, and ε > 0.
We seek a free thermodynamic operation (either a thermal operation or a Gibbs preserv-
ing map) ΦXn W→X ′n W that acts on X⊗n and a battery W , with output on X ′⊗n and W ,
as well as information battery states τ (i)W and τ
(f)
W , such that:









ε-close in diamond distance to E ⊗nX→X ′ ;

















Our main result is a collection of three independent constructions of such implemen-
tations in different regimes, using either Gibbs-preserving maps or thermal operations.
In each case, the amount of work consumed per copy is given by a quantity which we
call the thermodynamic capacity of the process, and which turns out to be the minimal
work cost an implementation satisfying the above conditions can achieve. The ther-
modynamic capacity of a completely positive, trace-preserving map EX→X ′ relative to
operators ΓX , ΓX ′ > 0 is defined as
T (E ) = sup
σX
{
D(EX→X ′(σX ) ‖ΓX ′) − D(σX ‖ΓX )
}
. (30)
In a fully thermodynamic context where ΓX = e−βHX and ΓX ′ = e−βH ′X ′ , one can
choose to express the thermodynamic capacity in units of energy rather than in nats,
in which case a pre-factor β−1 may be included in the definition above such that the
thermodynamic capacity is a difference of free energies
T (E ) = sup
σ
{
FH ′(E (σ )) − FH (σ )
}
with FH (ρ) = β−1D(ρ ‖ e−βH ) . (31)
Construction for trivial Hamiltonians First, in Sect. 5 we consider the special case where
ΓX = 1X and ΓX ′ = 1X ′ corresponding to trivial Hamiltonians and show that simple
considerations based on properties of known entropy measures guarantee the existence
of a universal implementation ofE ⊗n with either thermal operations orGibbs-preserving
maps.
Construction using Gibbs-preserving maps Second, in Sect. 6 we consider the case of
general ΓX , ΓX ′ and we construct a universal implementation of E
⊗n
X→X ′ with Gibbs-
preserving maps, based on new typicality considerations.
Construction using thermal operations Third, for arbitrary Hamiltonians we construct
in Sect. 7 a universal implementation of E ⊗nX→X ′ with thermal operations, assuming that
E is time-covariant, i.e., that it commutes with the time evolution operation.
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4.2. Properties. The thermodynamic capacity is a convexoptimizationprogram.Namely,
the objective function of the optimization in (30) can be written as
D(EX→X ′(σX ) ‖ΓX ′) − D(σX ‖ΓX )
= −H(EX→X ′(σX )) + H(σX ) − tr [EX→X ′(σX ) lnΓX ′ ] + tr [σX lnΓX ]
= H(E | X ′)ρ − tr [EX→X ′(σX ) lnΓX ′ ] + tr [σX lnΓX ] , (32)
where we defined the state ρE X ′ = VX→X ′ EσX V † using a Stinespring dilation VX→X ′ E
ofEX→X ′ into an environment system E , satisfyingEX→X ′(·) = trE
[
V (·) V †]. The con-
ditional entropy is concave in the quantum state as H(E | X ′)ρ = −D(ρE X ′ ‖1E ⊗ ρX ′)
and the quantum relative entropy is jointly convex. The other terms in (32) are linear.
Hence, the optimization (30) is a convex optimization that can be carried out efficiently
for small system sizes [30]. Indeed, we have successfully computed the thermodynamic
capacity of simple example quantum channels acting on few qubits with Python code,
using the QuTip framework [31,32] and the CVXOPT optimization software [33] (see
also [34] for a direct algorithm).
The thermodynamic capacity is additive [21]. As a consequence of this property, it
is not necessary to include a stabilization over a reference system in the definition of
the thermodynamic capacity. That is, had we optimized over bipartite states σX R with
a reference system R for any ΓR , on which the process acts as the identity process, we
would be effectively computing T (E ⊗ idR). However, additivity implies that T (E ⊗
idR) = T (E ).
Proposition 4.1 (Additivity of thermodynamic capacity [21]). For ΓX , ΓX ′ , ΓZ , ΓZ ′ >
0 and quantum channels EX→X ′ , FZ→Z ′ we have
T (E ⊗ F ) = T (E ) + T (F ) . (33)
For completeness we provide an independent proof of additivity, to ensure validity
in the general setting of abstract Γ operators.
Proof. Let σX , τZ be states achieving the thermodynamic capacity of T (E ) and T (F ),
respectively. Then, σX ⊗ τZ is a candidate for T (E ⊗ F ), yielding
T (E ⊗ F )  D(E (σ ) ⊗ F (τ ) ∥∥ΓX ′ ⊗ ΓZ ′
)− D(σ ⊗ τ ∥∥ΓX ⊗ ΓZ
)
= D(E (σ ) ‖ΓX ′) − D(σ ‖ΓX ) + D(F (τ ) ‖ΓZ ′) − D(τ ‖ΓZ )
= T (E ) + T (F ) . (34)
Now, let ζX Z achieve the optimumfor T (E⊗F ). LetVX→E1X ′ ,WZ→E2Z ′ beStinespring
isometries of E and F respectively, such that E (·) = trE1
[
V (·) V †] and F (·) =
trE2
[
W (·) W †]. Let ρE1E2X ′ Z ′ = (V ⊗ W ) ζ (V ⊗ W )†. Then, we have





= H(E1E2 | X ′Z ′)ρ − tr [ρX ′ Z ′ ln (ΓX ′ ⊗ ΓZ ′)] + tr [ζX Z ln (ΓX ⊗ ΓZ )] ,
= H(E1E2 | X ′Z ′)ρ − tr [ρX ′ ln (ΓX ′)] − tr [ρZ ′ ln (ΓZ ′)]
+ tr [ζX ln (ΓX )] + tr [ζZ ln (ΓZ )] (35)
since ln(A ⊗ B) = ln(A) ⊗1 +1⊗ ln(B). Invoking the chain rule of the von Neumann
entropy, and then strong sub-additivity of the entropy, we see that H(E1E2 | X ′Z ′)ρ =
H(E1 | X ′Z ′)ρ + H(E2 | E1X ′Z ′)ρ  H(E1 | X ′)ρ + H(E2 | Z ′)ρ . Hence, we have
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(35)  H(E1 | X ′)ρ − tr [ρX ′ ln(ΓX ′)] + tr [ζX ln (ΓX )]
+ H(E2 | Z ′)ρ − tr [ρZ ′ ln(ΓZ ′)] + tr [ζZ ln (ΓZ )]
 T (E ) + T (F ) , (36)
where the last inequality holds because the reduced states ζX , ζZ are optimization can-
didates for T (E ) and T (F ), respectively. 
A special case worth mentioning is when ΓX = 1X , ΓX ′ = 1X ′ , which corresponds
to the situation where the Hamiltonians of X and X ′ are trivial. For any quantum channel
EX→X ′ , let VX→X ′ E be a Stinespring dilation isometry with EX→X ′ (·) = trE
[
V (·) V †].
Then, we have
T (E ) = sup
σ
{H(σX ) − H(E (σX ))} = sup
σ
H(E | X ′)V σ V † . (37)
That is, the thermodynamic capacity characterizes by how much the channel is capable
of reducing the entropy of its input, or equivalently, how much entropy the channel is
capable of dumping into the environment when conditioned on the output. We note that
the quantity −T (E ) has previously been studied in the information theory literature as
the entropy gain of quantum channels [35–42]. Our work can be seen as giving a precise
operational interpretation to this quantity.
4.3. Optimality. Here, we show that any universal implementation that obeys our stated
conditions in Sect. 4.1 must necessarily consume an amount of work that is lower
bounded by the thermodynamic capacity. That is, any universal implementation that con-
sumes an amount of work equal to the thermodynamic capacity is optimal. This lower
bound is simple to prove, because a universal implementation of a process must neces-
sarily be a good implementation for any individual i.i.d. input state, a situation where
the optimal work cost is known [16]. Furthermore, any scheme that satisfies the require-
ments of Sect. 4 at work cost w per copy counted with standard battery states of Ref.
[16], has an effective process TXn→X ′n on the systems that obeys T (Γ ⊗nX )  enwΓ
⊗n
X ′ .
This is because any thermal operation is in particular a Gibbs-preserving map, and the
work cost is characterized by Proposition 3.1. The following shows that for any such
implementation, the work consumed w per copy cannot be less than the thermodynamic
capacity of the process.
Proposition 4.2. Let ε > 0,ΓX , ΓX ′ > 0,EX→X ′ a completely positive, trace-preserving
map, and TXn→X ′n a completely positive, trace non-increasing map such that we have
‖T − E ⊗n‖/2  ε. For w ∈ R such that TXn→X ′n (Γ ⊗nX )  enw Γ ⊗nX ′ , we have in the
limit n → ∞ that w  T (E ).
Proof. LetT with 12‖E − T ‖  ε,σX be aquantumstate, and |σ 〉X RX = σ 1/2X |Φ〉X :RX .
Then, by definition of the diamond norm it must hold that D
(
E (σX RX ),T (σX RX )
)
 ε,
which implies that P
(




2ε. We have that T is a valid opti-















 nw . (38)
For n → ∞, we can employ the asymptotic equipartition of the coherent relative en-
tropy (27) to see that
D(E (σX ) ‖ΓX ′) − D(σX ‖ΓX )  w . (39)
Since this inequality holds for all σX , we deduce that T (E )  w. 
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5. Construction #1: Trivial Hamiltonians
5.1. Statement and proof sketch. Instead of constructing explicitly an implementation
that satisfies the requirements of Sect. 4, one might hope that the implementation could
be given implicitly as the solution of a semi-definite program representing an entropy
measure. This proof idea was indeed exploited in other contexts in Refs. [23,43]. Here,
we define the one-shot entropy-like quantity
W εX→X ′(EX→X ′ ‖ΓX , ΓX ′) = min




whereTX→X ′ ranges over all trace non-increasing, completely positive maps. The proof
strategy would then be to relate this entropymeasure to the coherent relative entropy, and




W εXn→X ′n (E
⊗n
Xn→X ′n ‖Γ ⊗nX , Γ ⊗nX ′ ) . (41)
Should this upper bound behave like T (E ) to leading order, then the T equal to the
optimal solution to (40) defines an implementation in terms of Gibbs-preserving maps
thanks to Proposition 3.1. It turns out that this proof strategy works well in the special
case of trivial Hamiltonians, but fails in the general case.
The core technical statement that underlies our Construction #1 is summarized in the
following theorem.






W εXn→X ′n (E
⊗n
Xn→X ′n ‖1Xn , 1X ′n ) = T (E ) , (42)
where T (E ) = maxσX {H(σX ) − H(E (σX ))}.
This implementation is constructed by taking the implicit optimal solutionTXn→X ′n




X→X ′ ‖1Xn , 1X ′n ), and using Propo-
sition 3.1 to construct an associated Gibbs-preserving map acting on battery states
via (25). In summary, for any δ′ > 0, for n large enough and choosing any m, m′
such that m − m′  nT (E ) + δ′, the full implementation map in terms of TXn→X ′n
becomes
ΦXn W→X ′n W (·) = TXn→X ′n
(
trW [PmW (·)]
)⊗ τm′W . (43)
We emphasise that Theorem 5.1 exactly covers the entropy gain of quantum channels
as studied in [35–42].
Proof. (Theorem 5.1) By using the post-selection technique (Theorem 2.1) and recalling









E ⊗nX→X ′(ζXn RnX )
∥
∥1Xn , 1X ′n
)
. (44)
In the case of trivial Hamiltonians, the coherent relative entropy reduces to the smooth





∥1X , 1X ′
)
 −Hcεαmax(E | X ′)ρ + g(ε) , (45)
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where |ρ〉X ′ RX E is a pure state, where c > 0, 0 < α < 1, g(ε) are universal and do not
depend on the state or the dimensions of the systems, and the smooth max-entropy is
defined as
H εmax(E | X ′)ρ = min
P(ρ̂,ρ)ε
Hmax(E | X ′)ρ̂ ; (46)













(44)  H ε
α/poly(n)
max (E
n | X ′n)ρ + g(ε) , (48)
where ρX ′n En = V ⊗nX→X ′ EζXn (V †)⊗n =
∫
dσ (V σ V †)⊗n and VX→X ′ E is a Stinespring
dilation isometry of EX→X ′ as EX→X ′(·) = trE
[
VX→X ′ E (·) V †
]
. At this point we
invoke two facts. First, note that the de Finetti state can be written as a mixture of
only poly(n) i.i.d. states, instead of a continuous average (Theorem 2.1): There exists
a set {σi } of at most poly(n) states and a distribution {pi } such that ζXn = ∑i piσ⊗ni .
Second, we invoke the property that the conditional max-entropy is quasi-convex up to a
penalty term, namely, that the conditional max-entropy of
∑
i piρi is less than or equal
to the maximum over the set of max-entropies corresponding to each ρi , plus a term
proportional to the logarithm of the number of terms in the sum [45, Lemma 11]. Hence,






n | X ′n)ρ⊗ni + ln(poly(n)) + g(ε) . (49)
Now, we are in business because the max-entropy is evaluated on an i.i.d. state, and we

















H(E | X ′)ρi
= max
i
{H(σi ) − H(E (σi ))}
 max
σ
{H(σ ) − H(E (σ ))}
= T (E ) (50)
noting that H(E | X ′) = H(E X ′) − H(X ′) = H(X) − H(X ′). 
5.2. Challenges for extension to non-trivial Hamiltonians. Naturally, one might ask
whether it is possible to extend this proof to the case of non-trivial Γ operators. Inter-
estingly, this is not possible, at least not in a naive way. The problem is that we need a
quasi-convexity property of the form
−D̂εX→X ′
(
EX→X ′(σX RX )
∥








EX→X ′(σ iX RX )
∥
∥ΓX , ΓX ′
))
+ (penalty) , (51)
where σX = ∑ piσ iX and |σ 〉X R = σ 1/2X |Φ〉X :RX , |σ i 〉X R = (σ iX )1/2 |Φ〉X :RX , and
where the (penalty) term scales in a favourable way in n, say of order ln(poly(M))
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where M is the number of terms in the convex decomposition as for the max-entropy.
In fact, Eq. (51) is false, as can be shown using an explicit counterexample on a two-
level system which we present below. As this example is based on physical reasons,
the coherent relative entropy is not even approximately quasi-convex. We note that a
priori we cannot rule out a quasi-convexity property that might have a penalty term that
depends on properties of the Γ operators, yet such a term is likely to scale unfavourably
with n.
Our example is as follows. Consider a two-level system with a Hamiltonian H with
energy levels |0〉, |1〉 at corresponding energies E0 = 0 and E1 > 0. The corresponding
Γ operator is Γ = g0|0〉〈0| + g1|1〉〈1| with g0 = 1, g1 = e−βE1 . Consider the process
consisting in erasing the input and creating the output state |+〉, where we define |±〉 =
[|0〉 ± |1〉]/√2. That is, we consider the process E (·) = tr[·] |+〉〈+|. Suppose the input
state is maximally mixed, σ = 1/2, such that ρX ′ RX = |+〉〈+|X ′ ⊗ 1RX /2. If E0 = 0
and E1 → ∞, then this process requires a lot of work; intuitively, with probability 1/2
we start in the ground state |0〉 and need to prepare the output state |+〉 which has high
energy.
For ε = 0, we can see this because the input state is full rank, hence T = E ; then
E (Γ ) = tr[Γ ]|+〉〈+| and the smallest α such that E (Γ )  αΓ is given by
α/ tr[Γ ] = ∥∥Γ −1/2|+〉〈+|Γ −1/2∥∥∞ = 〈+|Γ −1|+〉 = (g−10 + g−11 )/2
= (1 + eβE1)/2  eβE1/2 . (52)
Noting that tr[Γ ]  1, we have α  eβE1/2, and hence the energy cost of the transfor-
mation 1/2 → |+〉 is
energy cost = −β−1 D̂X→X ′(EX→X ′(σX RX ) ‖Γ, Γ ) = β−1 ln α  E1 − β−1 ln(2) .
(53)
Clearly, this work cost can become arbitrarily large if E1 → ∞. On the other hand, we
can perform the transformation |+〉 → |+〉 obviously at no work cost; similarly, |−〉 →
|+〉 can be carried out by letting the system time-evolve under its own Hamiltonian
for exactly the time interval required to pick up a relative phase (−1) between the |0〉
and |1〉 states. This also costs no work because it is a unitary operation that commutes
with the Hamiltonian. We thus have our counter-example to the quasi-convexity of the
coherent relative entropy. The transformation 1/2 → |+〉 is very hard, but the individual
transformations |±〉 → |+〉 are trivial, noting that 1/2 = (1/2)|+〉〈+| + (1/2)|−〉〈−|.
We show in “Appendix D” how to make the above claim robust against an accuracy
tolerance ε ≥ 0.
6. Construction #2: Gibbs-Preserving Maps
6.1. Statement and proof sketch. Here, we present a general construction of a univer-
sal implementation of an i.i.d. process using Gibbs-preserving maps according to the
requirements of Sect. 4.1. The idea is to explicitly construct an implementation using
a novel notion of quantum typicality. We introduce notions of quantum typicality that
apply to quantum processes and universally capture regions of the Hilbert space where
the conditional entropy (respectively the relative entropy difference) has a given value.
This generalizes existing notions of typical projectors to a quantum typical operator that
applies to bipartite states, is relative to a Γ operator, and universal.
The main result behind the construction in this section is the following theorem.
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Theorem 6.1. Let ΓX , ΓX ′ > 0, EX→X ′ be a completely positive, trace-preserving map,
and ε > 0. Then, for δ > 0 and n ∈ N large enough there exists a completely positive
map TXn→X ′n such that:
(i) TXn→X ′n is trace non-increasing;
i(ii)
∥







 en[T (E )+4δ+n−1 ln(poly(n))] Γ ⊗nX ′ .
Note that we have n−1 ln(poly(n)) → 0 as n → ∞, and that we can take δ → 0
after taking n → ∞. Thanks to Proposition 3.1, the mapping TXn→X ′n defines an
implementation of the i.i.d. process E ⊗nX→X ′ in terms of Gibbs-preserving maps and a
battery, whose work cost rate is given to leading order by the thermodynamic capacity
T (E ) after taking δ → 0.
As for Construction #1, the full Gibbs-preserving map implementing the required
process is assembled in two steps, first constructing the map TXn→X ′n in Theorem 6.1
and then using Proposition 3.1 to obtain the full Gibbs-preserving map. Let VX→X ′ E
be a Stinespring dilation isometry of EX→X ′ . For δ > 0, we introduce a universal
conditional and relative typical smoothing operator Mx,δEn X ′n (see later Definition 6.1 and
Proposition 6.1) with x = −nT (E ) and relative to ΓX ′ E ≡ V ΓX V † and ΓX ′ . The map
TXn→X ′n is then constructed as
TXn→X ′n (·) = trEn
[
Mx,δEn X ′n V
⊗n
X→X ′ E (·) V †⊗nX←X ′ E Mx,δ †En X ′n
]
. (54)
Finally, we employ Proposition 3.1 to construct an associated Gibbs-preserving map
acting on battery states via (25). For any δ′ > 0, for n large enough and choosing any
m, m′ such that m − m′  nT (E ) + 4δ + n−1 ln poly(n) + δ′, the full implementation
map in terms of TXn→X ′n becomes
ΦXn W→X ′n W (·) = TXn→X ′n
(
trW [PmW (·)]
)⊗ τm′W . (55)
6.2. Construction via universal conditional and relative typicality. The main ingredi-
ent of our proof is a notion of a universal conditional and relative typical smoothing
operator that enables us to discard events that are very unlikely to appear in the process
while accounting for how much they contribute to the overall work cost. This operator
is inspired by similar constructions in Refs. [47,48]. However, in additional to being
“relative” as in [47] our smoothing operator is also simultaneously “conditional” and
“universal”.
Definition 6.1. Let ΓAB, Γ ′B  0 and x ∈ R. A universal conditional and relative
typical smoothing operator Mx,δAn Bn with parameter δ > 0 is an operator on A
n Bn that





Mx,δAn Bn  1 ;
(ii) There exists ξ > 0 independent of n with the following property: For any pure state
|ρ〉AB R with ρAB (respectively ρB) in the support of ΓAB (respectively Γ ′B) and
such that D(ρAB ‖ΓAB) − D(ρB ‖Γ ′B)  x , it holds that
Re
{
〈ρ|⊗nAB R Mx,δAn Bn |ρ〉⊗nAB R
}
 1 − poly(n) exp(−nξ) ; (56)










 poly(n) e−n(x−4δ) Γ ′⊗nB .
Note that the smoothing operator is defined as a general operator of norm bounded
by one, as opposed to the usual definition of typical subspaces or typical projectors. The
main reason is that it is not known to us in general if such an object can be chosen to
be a projector. By using the real part in Point (ii) above, we ensure that a process that
applies the operator Mx,δAn Bn preserves coherences when it is applied to a superposition
of several states {|ρ〉⊗nAB R}. This property would not have been ensured if instead, we had
merely asserted that Mx,δAn Bn |ρ〉⊗nAB R and |ρ〉⊗nAB R have high absolute value overlap or are
close in fidelity. If Mx,δAn Bn is a projector then the expression reduces to tr(M
x,δ
An Bn ρ) as
one usually considers for projectors on typical subspaces.
The core technical statement of Construction #2 is to show the existence of a universal
conditional and relative smoothing operator, which is as follows.
Proposition 6.1. Let ΓAB, Γ ′B  0, x ∈ R, as well as n ∈ N and δ > 0. There exists a
universal conditional and relative typical smoothing operator Mx,δAn Bn that is furthermore
permutation-invariant. Moreover, if [ΓAB,1A ⊗ Γ ′B] = 0, then Mx,δAn Bn can be chosen
to be a projector satisfying [Mx,δAn Bn , Γ ′⊗nB ] = 0 and [Mx,δAn Bn , Γ ⊗nAB ] = 0.
In the following, we present the proof of Theorem 6.1 based on the existence of such
the smoothing operator fromProposition 6.1. Themore technical proof of Proposition 6.1
is then given in Sect. 6.3.
Proof (Theorem 6.1). Let VX→X ′ E be a Stinespring dilation of EX→X ′ into an environ-
ment system E  X ⊗X ′. For n ∈ Nwe need to find a suitable candidate implementation




D(E (σX ) ‖ΓX ′) − D(σX ‖ΓX )
}
= −T (E ) . (57)
For any δ > 0 let Mx,δEn X ′n be the operator constructed by Proposition 6.1, with the system
E playing the role of the system A, with VX→X ′ E ΓX V †X←X ′ E as ΓAB and with ΓX ′ as
Γ ′B . Now, define
TXn→X ′n (·) = trEn
[
Mx,δEn X ′n V
⊗n
X→X ′ E






noting that TXn→X ′n is trace non-increasing by construction thanks to Property (i) of
Definition 6.1.





∥ (VX→X ′ EΓX V †)
)− D(ρX ′ ‖ΓX ′) = D(σX ‖ΓX ) − D(E (σX ) ‖ΓX ′) 
x . Then Property (ii) of Proposition 6.1 tells us that there exists a ξ > 0 independent of
both ρ and n such that
Re
{
〈ρ|⊗nX ′ E RX M
x,δ
En X ′n |ρ〉⊗nX ′ E RX
}
 1 − poly(n) exp(−nξ) . (59)
The conditions of Proposition 2.3 are fulfilled, with WXn→X ′n En = Mx,δAn Bn V ⊗nX→X ′ E ,
thanks furthermore to the fact that Mx,δEn X ′n is permutation-invariant as guaranteed by




∥TXn→X ′n − E ⊗nX→X ′
∥
∥  poly(n) exp(−nξ/2) . (60)
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For n ∈ N large enough this becomes smaller than any fixed ε > 0. Furthermore, by








VX→X ′ E ΓX V †X←X ′ E
)⊗n
(Mx,δEn X ′n )
†]
 poly(n) e−n(x−4δ) Γ ⊗nX ′ (61)
as required. 
6.3. Universal conditional and relative typical smoothing operator. We now turn to the
proof of Proposition 6.1, giving an explicit construction of a universal conditional and
relative typical smoothing operator. As the proof of Proposition 6.1 is quite lengthy, it
can be instructive to consider a simpler version of our typical smoothing operator which
applies in the case where the Hamiltonians are trivial. We carry out this analysis in
“Appendix E”.
Proof (Proposition 6.1). First, we claim that we can assume ΓAB > 0 and Γ ′B > 0
without loss of generality. Indeed, if either operator is not positive definite, then we can
first construct the operator M̃x,δAn Bn associated with modified operators Γ̃AB > 0 and
Γ̃ ′B > 0 where all the zero eigenvalues of ΓAB and Γ ′B are replaced by some arbitrary







where PΓAn Bn (respectively P
Γ ′
Bn ) is the projector onto the support of Γ
⊗n
AB (respectively
Γ ′⊗nB ). The operator M
x,δ
An Bn constructed in thisway satisfies all of the required properties.










be the corresponding POVM constructed in Proposition 2.2 for
H ′B = − ln(Γ ′B). Also, as before, we denote by ΠλAn Bn and by ΠμBn the projectors
on the Schur–Weyl blocks labelled by the Young diagrams λ ∈ Young(dAdB, n) and











An Bn . (62)
Note that [SBn ,ΠμBn ] = 0 because SBn is permutation-invariant, and [1An ⊗SBn ,ΠλAn Bn ]
= 0 because1An ⊗SBn is permutation-invariant. Recall also that [1An ⊗ΠμBn ,ΠλAn Bn ] =
0 for the same reason. The operator Mx,δAn Bn is permutation-invariant by construction.
Then, we have

















































































RkAn Bn = 1An Bn (63)




Bn ) form a commuting set of projectors, and
where in the third line the inner sum is taken to be the zero operator if no triplet (, λ, μ)
satisfies the given constraints. This shows Property (i).
Now, consider any state |ρ〉AB R , where R is any reference system, and assume that
D(ρAB ‖ΓAB) − D(ρB ‖Γ ′B)  x . Rewrite this condition as
x  −H(ρAB) − tr[ρAB lnΓAB] + H(ρB) + tr[ρB lnΓ ′B] . (64)
We write





































[ k<−tr[ρAB lnΓAB ]−δ OR
H̄(λ)>H(ρAB )+δ OR











) |ρ〉⊗nAB R , (66b)
further noting that the conditions in the sum defining 1 indeed imply that k − H̄(λ) −
 + H̄(μ)  − tr[ρAB lnΓAB] − H(ρAB) + tr[ρB lnΓ ′B] + H(ρB) − 4δ  x − 4δ. We








ΠλAn Bn ; X⊥2 = 1 − X2 ; (67b)






Bn ; X⊥3 = 1 − X3 ; (67c)
X4 =
∑
−tr[ρB lnΓ ′B ]+δ
SBn ; X⊥4 = 1 − X4 , (67d)
and observe that
Re { 1 } = Re
{〈ρ|⊗nAB R
(




Thanks to Proposition 2.2, we have ‖ X⊥1 |ρ〉⊗nAB R‖  2 exp(−nη/2), recalling that
‖P|ψ〉‖ = √tr[Pψ], and hence
Re
{〈ρ|⊗nAB R X4 X3 X2 X1 |ρ〉⊗nAB R
}
= Re {〈ρ|⊗nAB R X4 X3 X2 |ρ〉⊗nAB R
}− Re
{
〈ρ|⊗nAB R X4 X3 X2 X⊥1 |ρ〉⊗nAB R
}
 Re
{〈ρ|⊗nAB R X4 X3 X2 |ρ〉⊗nAB R
}− 2 exp(−nη/2) (69)
using Cauchy–Schwarz to assert that Re(〈χ |ψ〉)  |〈χ |ψ〉|  ‖|χ〉‖ ‖|ψ〉‖. Similarly,
using Proposition 2.1, we have ‖ X⊥2 |ρ〉⊗nAB R‖  poly(n) exp(−nη/2). Also, we have
‖ X⊥3 |ρ〉⊗nAB R‖  poly(n) exp(−nη/2), and ‖ X⊥4 |ρ〉⊗nAB R‖  2 exp(−nη/2), yielding
Re
{〈ρ|⊗nAB R X4 X3 X2 |ρ〉⊗nAB R
}
 Re
{〈ρ|⊗nAB R X4 X3 |ρ〉⊗nAB R
}− poly(n) exp(−nη/2) ;
(70)
Re
{〈ρ|⊗nAB R X4 X3 |ρ〉⊗nAB R
}
 Re
{〈ρ|⊗nAB R X4 |ρ〉⊗nAB R
}− poly(n) exp(−nη/2) ;
(71)
Re
{〈ρ|⊗nAB R X4 |ρ〉⊗nAB R
}
 1 − 2 exp(−nη/2) . (72)
We take all these η’s to be the same, by choosing if necessary the minimum of the four
possibly different ηs. Hence, we have
Re { 1 }  1 − poly(n) exp(−nη/2) . (73)
Now we consider the term 2. We know that
∥
∥
∥RkAn Bn |ρ〉⊗nAB R
∥
∥
∥  exp(−nη/2) if k < − tr[ρAB lnΓAB] − δ ; (74a)
∥
∥ΠλAn Bn |ρ〉⊗nAB R
∥












∥  poly(n) exp(−nη/2) if H̄(μ) < H(ρB) − δ (74d)



















(〈ρ|⊗nAB R SBn ΠμBn ΠλAn Bn
)(























 poly(n) exp(−nη/2) (75)
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using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and because at least one of the four conditions is





An Bn all commute). Because there are only at most poly(n) terms, we
have




[ k<−tr[σX lnΓX ]−δ OR
H̄(λ)>H(σX )+δ OR
>−tr[ρX ′ lnΓX ′ ]+δ OR




















〈ρ|⊗nAB R Mx,δAn Bn |ρ〉⊗nAB R
}
= Re { 1 } + Re { 2 }
 Re { 1 } − | 2 |
 1 − poly(n) exp(−nη/2) (77)
proving Property (ii) for ξ = η/2. Note that ξ does not depend on the state |σ 〉X R . Now,
















SΠμΠλ Rk Γ ⊗n RkΠλΠμS
]
. (78)













Bn  poly(n) exp(n(H̄(λ) − H̄(μ)))1Bn ; (80)
SBn  en SBn Γ ′⊗nB  e
n Γ ′⊗nB (81)




















poly(n) e−n(k−H̄(λ)+H̄(μ)−) Γ ′⊗nB
 poly(n) e−n(x−4δ) Γ ′⊗nB . (82)
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Finally, suppose that [ΓAB, Γ ′B] = 0, meaning that we can choose a simultaneous
eigenbasis forΓAB andΓB′ . Then the operator M
x,δ
An Bn is a projector, as can be seen in (62)
since in that case {SBn }, {ΠμBn }, {ΠλAn Bn }, {RkAn Bn } are all complete sets of projectors
all elements of which commute pairwise between different sets. Furthermore, Γ ⊗nB′ and
Γ ⊗nAB both commute with all of these projectors and therefore also with M
x,δ
An Bn . 
7. Construction #3: Thermal Operations
7.1. Statement and proof sketch. We now present a construction of a universal ther-
modynamic implementation of a time-covariant i.i.d. process, using the framework of
thermal operations instead of Gibbs-preserving maps.
Theorem 7.1. Let X be a quantum system, HX a Hermitian operator, β  0, EX→X a
completely positive, trace-preserving map satisfying
EX→X (e−i HX t (·) ei HX t ) = e−i HX t EX→X (·) ei HX t for all t ∈ R. (83)
Let ε > 0. Let δ > 0 be small enough and n ∈ N be large enough. Then, there exists an

















‖TXn→Xn − E ⊗nX→X ′ ‖  ε ; (84)


















= T (E ) . (85)
The main idea in the present construction is to first carry out a Stinespring dilation
unitary explicitly using suitable ancillas as the environment system, and then to apply
a conditional erasure process that resets the ancillas to a standard state while using the
output of the process as side information. The idea of implementing a process in this
fashion was also employed in Ref. [13].
Our core technical contribution for Construction #3 is to show how to build a thermo-
dynamic protocol for universal conditional erasure, using the idea of position-based de-
coding [19,49–55]. The assembly of the full thermal operation is slightly more involved
than Constructions #1 and #2, because we cannot use Proposition 3.1. The construction
will be illustrated in Figure 2, using a conditional erasure primitive whose construction
is illustrated in Figure 1.
7.2. Universal conditional erasure. Conditional erasure is a task that is of independent
interest because it generalizesLandauer’s erasure principle to situationswhere a quantum
memory is available.Aprotocol for thermodynamic conditional erasure of a systemusing
a memory as quantum side information was given in ref. [56] for trivial Hamiltonians.
Here, we study the problem of finding a universal protocol for conditional erasure, whose
accuracy is guaranteed for any input state on n copies of a system, and where the system
and memory Hamiltonians can be arbitrary.
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Definition 7.1 (Universal conditional erasure). Consider two systems S, M . Let σS be
a fixed state, letSSM = {ρSM } be an arbitrary set of states on S ⊗ M , and let δ′  0. A
universal conditional δ′-erasure process of S using M as side information is a completely
positive, trace non-increasing map TSM→SM such that for all ρSM ∈ SSM , and writing
|ρ〉SM R a purification of ρSM , we have
F
(
TSM→SM (ρSM R), σS ⊗ ρM R
)
 1 − δ′ . (86)
We provide a thermodynamic protocol for universal conditional erasure.
Proposition 7.1. Let S, M be systems with Hamiltonians HS, HM and let γS refer to
the thermal state on S. Let SSM be an arbitrary set of states on S ⊗ M. Let m  0
such that em is integer. Let PSM be a Hermitian operator satisfying 0  PSM  1
and [PSM , HS + HM ] = 0, and assume that there exists κ, κ ′  0 such that for all





 1 − κ ; (87a)
tr
[






Then, there exists a thermal operation RSM J→SM J acting on the systems SM and an
information battery J , such that the effective work process TSM→SM of RSM J→SM J
with respect to the battery states (τmJ , |0〉J ) is a universal conditional (2κ +4κ ′)-erasure
process with σS = γS for the set of states S ′SM , where S ′SM is the convex hull of SSM .
The proof of Proposition 7.1 is developed in the rest of this section. We start by
reformulating the ideas of the convex-split lemma, the position-based decoding, and the
catalytic decoupling schemes [19,49–55] to form a protocol for universal conditional
erasure. The underlying ideas of the following proposition are the same as, e.g., in Ref.
[19]. Yet, our technical statement differs in some aspects and that is why we provide a
proof for completeness. The setting is depicted in Fig. 1.
Lemma 7.1 (Conditional erasure unitary using position-based decoding). Consider two
systems S, M and fix m  0 such that em is integer. Let J be a large register of dimension
at least 2em, and choose a fixed basis {| j〉J }. Now, let γS be any state, SSM an arbitrary
set of quantum states on S ⊗ M, PSM a Hermitian operator satisfying 0  PSM  1,
and assume that there exists κ, κ ′  0 such that for all ρSM ∈ SSM the conditions (87)
hold. Furthermore, let A = A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Aem be a collection of ancilla systems with
each A j  S, and let A′ = A′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ A′em be a copy of the full collection of ancilla
systems. We write a purification of γA j on A
′
j as |γ 〉A j A′j = γ
1/2
A j
|Φ〉A j :A′j . Let S ′SM be
the convex hull of SSM . Then, there exists a unitary operator W
(m)
SM AJ→SM AJ satisfying
the following property: For any reference system R, for any pure tripartite state |ρ〉SM R
with ρSM ∈ S ′SM , and for any | j〉J with 1  j  em, we have
Re
{(〈τ̂ j (ρSM R)|RM S AA′ ⊗ 〈0|J
)
W (m)SM AJ





 1 − (2κ + 4κ ′) ,
(88)
where we have defined
|τ̂ j (ρSM R)〉RM S AA′ = |ρ〉A j M R ⊗ |γ 〉S A′j ⊗ [|γ 〉⊗(e
m−1)]AA′\A j A′j (89)
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Fig. 1. Construction of the thermal operation for universal conditional erasure using position-based decod-
ing [19], illustrating the construction in the proof of Proposition 7.1 and Lemma 7.1. We define a mapRSM J
that acts on a system S to reset, a quantum memory M and a register J , which is promised to be initialized in
the uniformly mixed state e−m1em of rank em for a fixed and known value of m. A state ρSM of the system
and the memory is purified by a reference system R (not pictured). The map RSM J outputs the system S in
a state close to the thermal state γS and the register J in a state close to the pure state |0〉J , all while ensuring
that ρM R remains unchanged (up to small errors), for all states ρSM in a given class of states SSM . The
routine is provided a POVM effect PSM whose task is to distinguish ρSM from γS ⊗ ρM in a hypothesis
test for all ρSM ∈ SSM . As long as m is not too large (as determined by how well PSM can perform this
distinguishing), the procedure completes successfully. To implement RSM J (shaded region) we involve e
m
ancillas A = A1 . . . Aem with A j  S, each initialized in the thermal state γA j = γS . Then S and A j are
coherently swapped (FS A j ) conditioned on the value stored in J . If m is not too large, a POVM {Ω
j
M A} can
infer the value j stored in J , up to a small error; the POVM is constructed from PSM . We then coherently
reset the J register to zero by conditioning on this outcome (up to a small error). The full procedure is a
thermal operation where the ancillas are the heat bath and J is an information battery such that m work has
been extracted in units of pure nats (see main text)
and by the notation AA′ \ A j A′j we refer to all AA′ systems except A j A′j . Moreover,
for any observables HS, HM such that [PSM , HS + HM ] = 0, the unitary W (m)SM AJ may
be chosen such that [HS + HM +∑ HA j , W (m)SM AJ ] = 0, where HA j = HS.
Intuitively, we absorb the initial randomness present in the register J , e.g., given to
us by the environment in a mixed state, and return it in a pure state; J can therefore be
identified as an information battery. Similarly, A can be identified as a heat bath.
Proof. First observe that we can assume SSM to be a convex set, because any convex
combination of states inSSM also satisfies the conditions (87). For the rest of the proof
we assume without loss of generality thatSSM = S ′SM .
The operator W is defined in two steps. The first operation simply consists on condi-
tionally swapping S with A j , depending on the value stored in J . Then, we infer again
from M A which j we swapped S with, in order to coherently reset the register J back
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to the zero state (approximately). We define the first unitary operation as W (1), acting
on systems S AJ
W (1)S AJ =
∑
j
FS A j ⊗ | j〉〈 j |J , (90)
where FS A j denotes the swap operator between the two designated systems. Observe
that W (1) maps ρ onto τ̂ j according to
W (1)SQ J
(
|ρ〉RM S ⊗ |γ 〉⊗emA· A′· ⊗ | j〉J
)






= |τ̂ j 〉S RM AA′ ⊗ | j〉J . (91)
The second step ismore tricky.We need to infer from the systems M A alonewhich j was
stored in J . Fortunately the answer is provided in the form of position-based decoding
[19], using a pretty good measurement. Define
Λ
j
M A = PM A j ⊗ 1A\A j (92)
such that {Λ jM A} is a set of positive operators. We can form a POVM {Ω jM A} j ∪ {Ω⊥M A}
by normalizing the Λ j ’s as follows:
Ω
j










M A . (93)
We would now like to lower bound tr[Ω jM A τ̂ j M A]. Following the proof of [19, Theo-
rem 2], we first invoke the Hayashi–Nagaoka inequality [57], which states that for any
operators 0  A  1, B  0, we have
1 − (A + B)−1/2 A (A + B)−1/2  2(1 − A) + 4B . (94)
Applying this inequality with A = Λ jM A and B =
∑
j ′ = j Λ
j ′
M A we obtain
tr
[(
1 − Ω j
)




1 − Λ jM A
)













 2 tr [(1 − PSM ) ρSM ] + 4m tr
[
PSM (γS ⊗ ρM )
]
 2κ + 4κ ′ . (95)
Now, let SHIFTJ (x) = ∑ j | j + x〉〈 j |J denote the SHIFT operation on the J register,
modulo em ; note that
(
SHIFTJ (x)
)† = SHIFTJ (−x). We define







M A ⊗ SHIFTJ (− j)
⎞
⎠ ; W ′SM AJ = W (2)M AJ W (1)S AJ (96)
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and we see that W ′†W ′  1 thanks to Proposition B.3. Then, we have
W ′SM AJ
(





















M A |τ̂ j 〉RM S AA′
)
⊗ | j − j ′〉 . (97)
Thanks to Proposition C.1, the operator W ′SM AJ can be completed to a full unitary
WSM AJ by using an extra qubit in the J register, and such that 〈0|J WSM AJ | j〉J =
〈0|J W ′SM AJ | j〉J for all j = 1, . . . , em (with the convention that | j〉J for j  em forces
the extra qubit to be in the zero state). So, recalling (95),
(












|ρ〉RM S ⊗ |φ〉⊗emA· A′· ⊗ | j〉J
)
= 〈τ̂ j |Ω jM A|τ̂ j 〉RM S AA′
 1 − (2κ + 4κ ′) . (98)
To prove the last part of the claim, let HS, HM be observables such that [PSM , HS +
HM ] = 0 and [HS, γS] = 0. Let HA j = HS and we write HA =
∑
j HA j . For all j , we
have








+ [HM + HA j , PM A j ] = 0 .
(99)
This implies that [HS + HM + HA,ΛM A] = 0, and in turn
[




and thus also [HS + HM + HA,Ω j ] = 0. Hence, we have
[
HS + HM + HA, W
(2)
M AJ
] = 0 . (100)
Clearly, [HS + HM + HA, W (1)S AJ ] = 0, and hence [HS + HM + HA, W ′SM AJ ] = 0.
Using Proposition C.2 instead of Proposition C.1, we may further enforce [HS + HM +
HA, WSM AJ ] = 0, as required. 
We now give the proof of Proposition 7.1.
Proof (Proposition 7.1). Let W (m)SM AJ be the energy-conserving unitary as in Lemma 7.1
and define the thermal operation






W (m) †SM AJ
]
. (101)
Identifying J as an information battery, the associated effective work process ofRSM J
with respect to (τmJ , |0〉J ) is
TSM→SM (·) = trA
[〈0|J W (m)SM AJ
(
(·) ⊗ γA ⊗ τmJ
)
W (m) †SM AJ |0〉J
]
. (102)
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〈0|J W mSM AJ
(|ρ〉SM R ⊗ |γ 〉⊗emAA′ ⊗ | j〉J
)⊗ | j〉RJ (103)





|τ̂ j (ρSM R)〉RM S AA′ ⊗ | j〉RJ (104)
is a purification of γS ⊗ ρM R . Then, with Uhlmann’s theorem we find
F
(






{(〈τ̂ j (ρSM R)|RM S AA′ ⊗ 〈0|J
)
W (m)SM AJ
(|ρ〉RM S ⊗ |γ 〉⊗emA· A′· ⊗ | j〉J
)}
 1 − (2κ + 4κ ′) , (105)
making use of (88). 
7.3. Construction via universal conditional erasure. This section is devoted to the proof
of Theorem 7.1. The strategy is to exploit the fact that time-covariant processes admit a
Stinespringdilationwith an energy-conservingunitary using an environment systemwith
a separate Hamiltonian. This property enables us to map the problem of implementing
such a process directly to a conditional erasure problem with a system and memory that
are non-interacting.
The following lemma formalizes the property of time-covariant processes we make
use of. Various proofs of this lemma can be found in [58], [59, Appendix B] and [60,
Theorem 25].
Lemma 7.2 (Stinespring dilation of covariant processes [58–60]). Let X be a quantum
system with Hamiltonian HX , and EX→X be a completely positive, trace-preserving map
that is covariant with respect to time evolution. That is, for all t we have
EX→X (e−i HX t (·) ei HX t ) = e−i HX t EX→X (·) ei HX t . (106)
Then, there exists a system E with Hamiltonian HE including an eigenstate |0〉E of zero
energy, as well as a unitary VE X→E X such that
EX→X (·) = trE
[
V (|0〉〈0|E ⊗ (·)) V †
]
(107)
as well as V (HX + HE ) V † = HX + HE .
We provide an additional proof in “Appendix A”. The main idea behind the construc-
tion in the following proof of Theorem 7.1 is depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The conditional erasure procedure in Figure 1 can be used to construct an i.i.d. implementation of
a given time-covariant process (Theorem 7.1). First we apply an energy-conserving Stinespring dilation of
the process on all input copies, using a zero-initialized ancilla as environment system E for each copy. We
then invoke the conditional erasure procedure REn Xn J to reset E
n to the thermal state γ ⊗nE using X ′n as
a memory, while extracting work using an information battery J . Here, the projector that can distinguish
ρ⊗nE X ′ from 1En ⊗ ρX ′n is the universal conditional typical projector given by Proposition E.2. The fact
that REn Xn J preserves the correlations [E (σX R)]⊗n between the memory (output systems X ′n ) and the
reference Rn ensures that the process is implemented accurately. The amount of work extracted byREn Xn J
is m ∼ n[βFE + T (E )] but ∼ nβFE work has to be paid to prepare the initially pure En ancillas, where
βFE = − ln tr(e−β HE ). The overall work extracted is ∼ T (E ) per copy
Proof. (Theorem 7.1) Thanks to Lemma 7.2, there exists an environment system E with
Hamiltonian HE , as well as an energy-conserving unitary VX E and a state |0〉E of zero




D(σ ‖ e−βHX ) − D(E (σ ) ‖ e−βHX )
}
= −T (E ) . (108)
Writing ρX E = VX E (|0〉〈0|E ⊗ σX ) V †X E , we have that x = minσX
{−H(σX ) + β tr
[σX HX ] + H(ρX ) − β tr[ρX HX ]
}
. By tr[σX HX ] = tr
[




ρX E (HX + HE )
]
, we see that
x = min
σX
{−H(ρX E ) + H(ρX ) + β tr[ρE HE ]} . (109)
Observe that for any such ρX E , we have
−H(E | X)ρ + β tr[ρE HE ]  −H(E)ρ + β tr[ρE HE ] + ln(Z) − ln(Z)
= D(ρE ‖ γE ) + βFE  βFE (110)
using the sub-additivity of the von Neumann entropy and the fact that relative entropy




ρ⊗nE X : ρE X = VX E (|0〉〈0|E ⊗ σX )V †X E for some σX
}
, (111)
noting that for all ρ⊗nE X ∈ SEn Xn , we have D(ρE X ‖ e−β(HX+HE )) − D(ρX ‖ e−βHX ) =
D(σ ‖ e−βHX )− D(E (σ ) ‖ e−βHX )  x . Let Px,δEn Xn be the universal typical and relative
conditional operator furnished by Proposition 6.1, where ΓX = e−βHX and ΓX E =
e−β(HX+HE ) = ΓX ⊗ ΓE with ΓE = e−βHE . Since ΓX E commutes with 1E ⊗ ΓX ,
Proposition 6.1 guarantees that Px,δEn Xn is a projector which furthermore commutes with
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Γ ⊗nX E and Γ
⊗n
X . We proceed to show that P
x,δ
En Xn can perform a hypothesis test between
ρ⊗nE X and γ
⊗n







 1 − κ , (112)
with κ = poly(n) e−nη for some η > 0 independent of ρ and n. By construction we


















 poly(n) exp(−n(x − 4δ))1Xn , (113)
where we furthermore used the fact that Px,δEn Xn commutes with Γ
⊗n
X E and with Γ
⊗n
X . We










(−n(x − 4δ)) tr[ρ⊗nX
]











X ⊗ γ ⊗nE
]
 e−mκ ′ by choosing κ ′ = poly(n)e−nη.
Now let J be a register of dimension at least 2em and let REn Xn J be the thermal
operation furnished by Proposition 7.1 for S = En , M = Xn ,SEn Xn , Px,δEn Xn , m, κ , and
κ ′ as defined above. Here, we have assumed that x > βFE , and that furthermore δ, η are
small enough such that 4δ +η < (x −βFE ); if instead x = βFE then we can set em = 1
and REn Xn J (·) = trEn (·) ⊗ γ ⊗nE (which is a thermal operation) in the following.
We proceed to show that the effective work process T REn Xn→En Xn of REn Xn J with
respect to (τmJ , |0〉J ) is close to the partial trace map T (0)En Xn→En Xn (·) = trEn (·) ⊗ γ ⊗nE
in diamond distance.We invoke the post-selection technique (Theorem 2.1) to show this.
Let ζEn Xn be the de Finetti state which via (21) can be written as the convex combination






Hence ζEn Xn lies in the convex hull of SEn Xn , and from Proposition 7.1 and Defini-
tion 7.1 we see that for a purification |ζ 〉En Xn R of ζEn Xn we have
F
(
T REn Xn→En Xn (ζEn Xn R), γ
⊗n
E ⊗ trEn (ζEn Xn R)
) ≥ 1 − (2κ + 4κ ′) . (117)
Using D(ρ, σ ) ≤ √1 − F(ρ, σ ) along with Theorem 2.1 we find
1
2
‖T REn Xn→En Xn − T (0)En Xn→En Xn ‖ 
√
2κ + 4κ ′ = poly(n) e−nη/2 . (118)
We can start piecing together the full process. Our overall protocol needs to (a) bring
in a heat bath En , i.e., ancillas initialized in their thermal state, (b) prepare the states
|0〉⊗nE on the ancillas using an auxiliary information battery (denoted by W ′ below),
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(c) apply the energy-conserving unitary V ⊗nX E , (d) apply REn Xn J using an information
battery J initialized in the state τmJ , and (e) discard the ancillas.
As explained in Sect. 3, there exists a thermal operation Φ̃En W ′ on the ancillas and
an information battery W ′ along with battery states (τ (1)W ′ , τ
(2)





W ′ ) = |0〉〈0|⊗nE ⊗ τ (2)W ′ and with w(τ (1)W ′ ) − w(τ (2)W ′ ) arbitrarily close to −βnFE . Now
let W = J ⊗ W ′, τ (i)W = τ (1)W ′ ⊗ τmJ , τ (f)W = τ (2)W ′ ⊗ |0〉〈0|J , and define




V ⊗nX E Φ̃En W ′
(
(·) ⊗ γ ⊗nE
)




The map ΦXn W is a thermal operation because it is a concatenation of thermal opera-
tions. The overall heat bath is formed of the systems En , the ancillas An used in the
implementation ofREn Xn J , as well as the implicit heat bath used in the implementation
of Φ̃En W ′ . The system W = J ⊗ W ′ is the information battery. We can verify that the


















V ⊗nX E trW ′
[
P(2)W ′ Φ̃En W ′
(
(·) ⊗ τ (1)W ′ ⊗ τmJ ⊗ γ ⊗nE
)]













































= E⊗nX→X (·) + ΔXn (·) , (120)
where ΔXn (·) = trEn
(
T RXn En (·) − T (0)Xn En (·)
)
satisfies (1/2)‖ΔXn ‖  poly(n)e−nη/2.
Therefore for any fixed ε and for n large enough we have (1/2)‖TXn − E ⊗nX→X‖  ε.






















[−nβFE − n(x − βFE − 4δ + η) + υ
]
= T (E ) , (121)
recalling (115), where 0  υ  2 accounts for the rounding error in (115) and a possible
arbitrarily small difference between −nβFE and w(τ (1)W ′ ) − w(τ (2)W ′ ), and recalling that
η → 0 as δ → 0. 
8. Discussion
Our results fits in the line of research extending results in thermodynamics from state-to-
state transformations to quantum processes. Implementations of quantum processes are
difficult to construct because they need to reproduce the correct correlations between the
output and the reference system, and not only produce the correct output state. Here, we
have seen that it is nevertheless possible to implement any quantum process at an optimal
work cost: Any implementation that would use less work would violate the second law
of thermodynamics on a macroscopic scale. As a special case this also provides an
operational interpretation of the minimal entropy gain of a channel [35–42].
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Our three constructions of optimal implementations of processes are valid in different
settings, and it remains unclear if they can be unified in a single protocol that presents
the advantages of all three constructions. Namely, is it possible to use a physically well-
justified framework, e.g. thermal operations, to universally implement any i.i.d. process?
We expect this to be possible only if an arbitrary amount of coherence is allowed, in
analogywith the entanglement embezzling state required in the reverse Shannon theorem
[22,23].
Finally, the notion of quantum typicality that we have introduced in Definition 6.1
and Proposition 6.1 might be interesting in its own right. We anticipate that similar
considerations might provide pathways to smooth other information-theoretic quantities
[54,61,62] and to study the joint typicality conjecture [26,63–66].
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Appendix
A Missing proofs
























recalling that ΠλAn Bn commutes with any i.i.d. state, with sλ(X) = tr[qλ(X)] and using
bounds on dim(Qλ) and sλ(diag(λ/n)) derived in Ref. [25]. Here, dUAB denotes the
Haar measure over all unitaries acting onHAB , normalized such that
∫
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∥ [ qλ′(ωB) ⊗ 1Pλ′ ]λ′
∥
∥∞
= ‖qλ′(ωB)‖∞  tr [qλ′(ωB)]
 poly(n) e−nH̄(λ′) (124)








































= poly(n) en(H̄(λ)−H̄(λ′)) Πλ′Bn , (126)
as required. 
Proof. (Proposition 2.1) The Fannes–Audenaert continuity bound [67,68] of the entropy
states that for any δ′ > 0 there exists ξ(δ′) > 0 such that for any quantum states ρ, σ
with D(ρ, σ )  δ′ we have
|H(ρ) − H(σ )|  ξ(δ′) , (127)
and furthermore ξ(δ′) is monotonically strictly decreasing and ξ(δ′) → 0 if δ′ → 0.
Now, let δ > 0, let ξ−1 be the inverse function of ξ , and let δ′ = ξ−1(δ). Consider
the set of Young diagrams Λδ′ = {λ ∈ Young(dA, n) : D(diag(λ/n), ρ)  δ′}. For all

























because all terms in the sum in the right hand side are included in the sum on the left
hand side. We may now invoke [24, Eq. (6.23)] to see that
(128)  1 − poly(n) exp {−nη} , (129)
where η = δ′2/2. 
Proof (Proposition 2.2). The fact that there are only poly(n) elements follows because
there are only so many types. Property (ii) holds by definition. Property (iv) holds be-
cause e−n(k±δ) is the minimum / maximum eigenvalue of Γ ⊗nA in the subspace spanned
by R≈δhAn . Finally, we need to show Property (iii): This follows from a large deviation
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analysis. More precisely, let Z j for j = 1, . . . , n be random variables where Z j rep-
resents the measurement outcome of HA on the j-th system of the i.i.d. state ρ
⊗n
A . By

























whereΔHA is the difference between themaximumandminimumeigenvalue of HA , and
ΔHA  2‖HA‖∞. Thus, the event consistingof theoutcomes k satisfying |k − tr[ρA HA]|
 δ happens with probability at least 1 − 2e−nη, proving (16). 
Proof. (Proposition 2.3)We use the post-selection technique (Theorem 2.1) to bound the
diamond norm distance betweenTXn→X ′n and E ⊗nX→X ′ . Let |ζ 〉Xn R̄n R′ be the purification
of the de Finetti state given by (21). Calculate
Re
{






〈φi |⊗nX R̄ (V ⊗nX→E X ′)† WXn→En X ′n |φi 〉⊗nX R̄
}
 1 − poly(n) exp(−nη) (131)
which implies, recalling that F(|ψ〉, |φ〉) = |〈ψ |φ〉|  Re{〈ψ |φ〉} and that (1 − x)2 
1 − 2x ,
F2
(
V ⊗nX→E X ′ |ζ 〉Xn R̄n R′ , WXn→En X ′n |ζ 〉Xn R̄n R′
)




V ⊗nX→E X ′ |ζ 〉Xn R̄n R′ , WXn→En X ′n |ζ 〉Xn R̄n R′
)
 poly(n) exp(−nη/2) . (133)
Recalling the relations between the trace distance and the purified distance, and noting
that these distance measures cannot increase under the partial trace, we obtain
D
(














The post-selection technique then asserts that
1
2
‖T − E ⊗n‖  poly(n) exp(−nη/2) (135)
as claimed. 
Proof (Lemma 7.2). Let V ′X→X E be any Stinespring dilation isometry of EX→X , such
that EX→X (·) = trE
[
V ′X→X E (·) V ′†
]
. For the input state |Φ〉X :RX , consider the output
state |ϕ〉X E RX corresponding to first time-evolving by some time t , and then applying
V ′
|ϕ〉X E RX = V ′ e−i HX t |Φ〉X :RX = e−iV
′ HX V ′†t V ′ |Φ〉X :RX . (136)
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Now, let us define |ϕ′〉X E RX = e−i HX t V ′ |Φ〉X :RX . By the covariance property of EX→X
both |ϕ〉 and |ϕ′〉 have the same reduced state on X RX . Hence, they are related by some
unitary W (t)E on the system E which in general depends on t




V ′e−i HX tΦX :RX ei HX t V ′†
]
= W (t)E trX
[
V ′ΦX :RX V ′†
]
W (t) †E (138)
so W (t)E must define a representation of time evolution, at least on the support of the
operator trX
[
V ′ΦX :RX V ′†
]
. Hence, we may write W (t)E = e−i HE t for some Hamiltonian
HE , and from (137), we have for all t
V ′X→X E e−i HX t = e−i(HX+HE )t V ′X→X E . (139)
Expanding for infinitesimal t we obtain
V ′X→X E HX = (HX + HE ) V ′X→X E . (140)
Let |0〉E be an eigenvector of HE corresponding to the eigenvalue zero; if HE does not
contain an eigenvector with eigenvalue equal to zero, we may trivially add a dimension
to the system E to accommodate this vector. Then, the operator V ′X→X E 〈0|E maps
each state of a subset of energy levels of X E to a corresponding energy level of same
energy on X E ; it may thus be completed to a fully energy-preserving unitary VX E→X E .
More precisely, let | j〉X be a complete set of eigenvectors of HX with energies h j . Then
|ψ ′j 〉 = V ′X→X E | j〉X is an eigenvector of HX +HE of energy h j thanks to (140).We have
two orthonormal sets





in which the j-th vector of each set
has the same energy; we can thus complete these sets into two bases {|χi 〉X E },
{|χ ′i 〉X E
}
of eigenvectors of HX + HE , where the i-th element of either basis has exactly the same
energy. This defines a unitary VX E→X E = ∑i |χ ′i 〉X E 〈χi |X E that is an extension of
V ′X→X E 〈0|E , and that satisfies all the conditions of the claim. 
B. Technical Lemmas
Lemma B.1 (Pinching-like operator inequality). Let {Ei }Mi=1 be a collection of M op-










Ei T Ei † . (141)
Proof. Call our system S and consider an additional register C of dimension |C | = M ,














E j †S ⊗ 〈 j |C
)








E j †S ⊗ 〈 j |C
)







using |χ〉〈χ |C  1C . 
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Lemma B.2 (Gentle measurement). Let ρ be a sub-normalized quantum state and 0 




This is a cruder statement than that of, e.g., [69, Lemma 7], allowing for a more
straightforward proof.
Proof. We have








 tr[Qρ]  1 − δ . (144)
Then, we get P(ρ, Q1/2ρQ1/2) 
√
1 − (1 − δ)2  √2δ. 
Proposition B.3 (Controlled-unitary using a POVM). Let {Q j } be a set of positive semi-
definite operators on a system X satisfying
∑
Q j  1, {U j } be a collection of unitaries




Q jX ⊗ U jY . (145)
Then, we have W †W  1.
Proof. Using an additional register K , define
VX→X K =
∑√
Q j ⊗ | j〉K . (146)
Then, we have V †V =∑ Q j  1. Clearly, V V †  1X K because V V † and V †V have
the same non-zero eigenvalues. Now, let
W = V †
(∑
1X ⊗ U jY ⊗ | j〉〈 j |K
)
V . (147)
Because the middle term in parentheses is unitary, we manifestly have W †W  1. 
C. Dilation of Energy-Conserving Operators to Unitaries
This appendix collects a few technical lemmas on constructing an energy-conserving
unitary that extends a given operator of norm less than one.
Proposition C.1. Let WX be an operator on a system X, such that W †W  1. Then,
there exists a unitary operator UX Q acting on X and a qubit Q such that for any |ψ〉X ,
〈0|Q UX Q (|ψ〉X ⊗ |0〉Q) = WX |ψ〉X . (148)
That is, any operator W with ‖W‖∞  1 can be dilated to a unitary, with a post-selection
on the output.
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Proof. Setting VX→X Q = W ⊗|0〉Q +
√
1 − W †W ⊗|1〉Q , we see that V †V = W †W +
1− W †W = 1X , and hence VX→X Q is an isometry. We can complete this isometry to a
unitaryUX Q that acts as V on the support of1X ⊗|0〉〈0|Q and thatmaps the the support of
1X ⊗|1〉〈1|Q onto the complementary space to the image of V . It then follows that for any
|ψ〉X , we haveUX Q (|ψ〉X ⊗|0〉Q) = VX→X Q |ψ〉X = (WX |ψ〉X )⊗|0〉Q+(. . .)⊗|1〉Q ,
and the claim follows. 
Proposition C.2. Let X be a quantum system with Hamiltonian HX and WX be an
operator with W †W  1 as well as [WX , HX ] = 0. Then, there exists a unitary operator
UX Q acting on X and a qubit Q with HQ = 0, that satisfies [UX Q, HX ] = 0 such that
〈0|Q UX Q |0〉Q = WX . (149)
That is, any energy-preserving operator W with ‖W‖∞  1 can be dilated to an energy-
preserving unitary on an ancilla with a post-selection on the output.
Proof. First we calculate [W †W, HX ] = W †[W, HX ]+[W †, HX ] W = 0−[W, HX ]†W
= 0. This implies that [√1 − W †W , HX ] = 0, as W †W and
√
1 − W †W have the same
eigenspaces. We define
VX→X Q = W ⊗ |0〉Q +
√
1 − W †W ⊗ |1〉Q . (150)
The operator VX→X Q is an isometry, because V †V = W †W + 1 − W †W = 1X .
Furthermore, we have
VX→X Q HX = (WX HX ) ⊗ |0〉 + (
√
1 − W †W HX ) ⊗ |1〉 (151)
= (HX WX ) ⊗ |0〉 + (HX
√
1 − W †W ) ⊗ |1〉 = HX VX→X Q (152)
and thus we find [VX→X Q, HX ] = 0. Let
{| j〉X
}
be an eigenbasis of HX , and let
|ψ ′j 〉X Q = VX→X Q | j〉X , noting that both | j〉X and |ψ ′j 〉X Q have the same energy. The
two collections of vectors
{| j〉X ⊗ |0〉Q
}
and
{|ψ ′j 〉X Q
}





{|χ ′i 〉X Q
}
of eigenvectors of HX + HQ where the i-th element of
both bases have the same energy. Define finally UX Q = ∑i |χ ′i 〉〈χi |X Q , noting that by
construction UX Q |0〉Q = VX→X Q and [UX Q, HX ] = 0. 
D. Robust Counterexample Against Extensions of Construction #1
In this appendix we show that the counterexample of Sect. 5.2 is robust to small errors
on the process. The process is EX→X ′(·) = tr[·]|+〉〈+|, where |+〉 = [|0〉 + |1〉]/
√
2
with |0〉, |1〉 energy eigenstates of respective energies E0 = 0, E1 > 0; we write
HX =∑ j=0,1 E j | j〉〈 j | and ΓX = e−βHX . The initial state on X and a reference system
RX  X is the maximally entangled state |σ 〉X RX = [|00〉 + |11〉]/
√
2 = |Φ〉X :RX /
√
2.
We seek a map TX→X ′ such that
P(TX→X ′(σX RX ),EX→X ′(σX RX ))  ε and TX→X (ΓX )  αΓX ′ , (153)
for a α that is independent of E0, E1. Here we have X  X ′ and ΓX = ΓX ′ .
Let ρX ′ RX = EX→X ′(σX RX ). From (153) we find 12‖TX→X ′(σX RX ) − ρX ′ RX ‖1  ε,
which in turn implies that (1/4)
∥
∥TX→X ′(ΦX :RX )−|+〉〈+|X ′⊗1RX
∥
∥
1  ε, and hence that
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TX→X ′(·) = tr[·] |+〉〈+|X ′ + Δ(·) for some Hermiticity preserving map Δ(·) satisfying
1
2‖Δ(ΦX RX )‖1  2ε.
Let Δ±  0 be the positive and negative parts of Δ(Γ ) = Δ+ − Δ−, noting that









ΓRX as the transpose of ΓX onto the system RX , and continuing the computation we
obtain tr(Δ−)  ‖Γ 1/2RX Δ(ΦX :RX ) Γ
1/2
RX
‖1  ‖ΓRX ‖∞‖Δ(ΦX :RX )‖1  4ε, using the
fact that ‖ΓX‖∞ = max j {e−βE j } = 1.
To complete this argument we define the hypothesis testing relative entropy [70–74]
in its form as presented in [75]. For any sub-normalized quantum state ρ and for any
positive semi-definite operator σ whose support contains the support of ρ, we define
it via the following equivalent optimizations, which are semi-definite programs [76] in
terms of the primal variable Q  0 and the dual variables μ, X  0:
e−D
η
H(ρ ‖ σ) = minimize: η−1 tr[Qσ ] = maximize: μ − η−1 tr[X ]
subject to: Q  1 = subject to: μρ  σ + X.
tr[Qρ]  η
(154)
The conditionTX→X ′(Γ )  αΓ implies that αΓ  tr[Γ ]|+〉〈+|+Δ(Γ )  |+〉〈+|−
Δ−. Hence, we have that α−1 |+〉〈+|  Γ +Δ−/α. Hence, for any 0 < η  1 to be fixed
later, μ = α−1 is feasible for the dual problem (154) defining the hypothesis testing
entropy DηH(|+〉〈+| ‖Γ ), and e−D
η
H(|+〉〈+| ‖Γ )  α−1 − tr[Δ−/α]/η  α−1
(
1 − 4ε/η).
Thus, we have ln(α)  DηH(|+〉〈+| ‖Γ ) + ln(1− 4ε/η). Choosing η = 8ε yields ln(1−
4ε/η) = − ln(2).
On the other hand, by definition we have e−D
η
H(|+〉〈+| ‖Γ )  tr[QΓ ]/η for any 0 
Q  1 satisfying tr[Q|+〉〈+|]  η; with Q = 2η|1〉〈1| we obtain e−DηH(|+〉〈+| ‖Γ ) 
2e−βE1 and thus DηH(|+〉〈+| ‖Γ )  βE1 − ln(2).
Then, ln(α)  − ln(2) + βE1 − ln(2) = −2 ln(2) + βE1. Now let α be the optimal
candidate in the coherent relative entropy D̂εX→X ′(ρX ′ RX ‖Γ, Γ ) = − ln(α). We finally
see that the transformation 1/2 → |+〉may require arbitrarily much energy if E1 → ∞,
even for a small ε > 0, since
energy cost = −β−1 D̂εX→X ′(ρX ′ RX ‖Γ, Γ ) = β−1 ln(α)  E1 − 2β−1 ln(2) .
(155)
E. Universal Conditional Typical Projector for Trivial Hamiltonians
In the case of trivial Hamiltonians, Definition 6.1 can be simplified. We call the corre-
sponding object a universal conditional typical projector
Definition E.1. Consider two systems with Hilbert spaces HA,HB and let s ∈ R.
We define a universal conditional typical projector Ps,δAn Bn with parameter δ > 0 as a
projector acting on (HA ⊗ HB)⊗n such that:
(i) There exists η > 0 independent of n such that for any quantum state ρAB with












 poly(n) en(s+2δ) 1Bn .
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Observe thatwe choose to define the object inDefinitionE.1 as a projectorwhereaswe
only require the object in Definition 6.1 to be an operator of norm at most 1. The reason
is that while we can prove that a projector satisfying the conditions of Definition E.1
exists, we are currently not able to guarantee the existence of a projector satisfying the
criteria of Definition 6.1.
Proposition E.2. Consider two systems A, B and let s ∈ R. For any δ > 0 and n ∈ N
there exists a universal conditional typical projector Ps,δAn Bn that is permutation-invariant.
The proof of Proposition E.2 is developed in the rest of this appendix. To understand
why the projector of Definition E.1 is conditional—as well as for a simple illustration
of its use—consider the smooth Rényi-zero conditional max-entropy, also known as the
smooth alternative max-entropy [11]. It is defined for a bipartite state ρAB as









whereΠρ̂ABAB is the projector onto the support of ρ̂AB , and where the optimization ranges
over sub-normalized states ρ̂AB which are ε-close to ρAB in purified distance. We may
understand the i.i.d. behaviour of this quantity as follows. For δ > 0 and n ∈ N let
Ps,δAn Bn be a universal conditional typical projector with s = H(A | B)ρ . We define
ρ̂An Bn = Ps,δ ρ⊗nAB Ps,δ . Then, we have ρ̂An Bn ≈ε ρ⊗nAB for n ∈ N large enough, thanks
to Property (i) and the gentle measurement lemma (Lemma B.2). On the other hand,















such that taking the limits n → ∞ and δ → 0, we get that the smooth Rényi-zero
conditional entropy is asymptotically upper bounded by the von Neumann conditional
entropy in the i.i.d. regime.
We proceed to construct a universal conditional typical projector based on ideas
from Schur–Weyl duality. The construction presented here is similar to, and inspired by,
techniques put forward in earlier work [22,24–26,47,48].





(1An ⊗ Πλ′Bn )ΠλAn Bn , (159)




An Bn refer to Schur–Weyl decompositions of
H ⊗nB and of (HA ⊗HB)⊗n , respectively, λ ∈ Young(dAdB, n) and λ′ ∈ Young(dB, n).
Observe that Ps,δAn Bn is a projector: Each term in the sum is a projector as a product of
two commuting projectors (Lemma 2.1), and each term of the sum acts on a different
subspace of (HA ⊗ HB)⊗n . The projector Ps,δAn Bn corresponds to the measurement of










, and testing whether or not the event
H̄(λ)− H̄(λ′)  s+2δ is satisfied. Also by construction Ps,δAn Bn is permutation-invariant.
For any ρAB with H(A | B)ρ  s, the probability that the measurement of Ps,δAn Bn
fails on ρ⊗nAB can be upper bounded as follows. The passing event H̄(λ)− H̄(λ′)  s+2δ
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is implied in particular by the two events (a) H̄(λ)  H(AB)ρ + δ and (b) H̄(λ′) 
H(B)ρ −δ happening simultaneously, recalling that H(AB)ρ −H(B)ρ = H(A | B)ρ 
s. The probability of event (a) failing is
Pr
[
H̄(λ) > H(AB)ρ + δ
]
 poly(n) exp (−nη) (160)
as given by Proposition 2.1, and similarly for event (b)
Pr
[
H̄(λ′) < H(B)ρ − δ
]
 poly(n) exp (−nη) . (161)
We can use the same η in both cases by picking the lesser of the two values given by
Proposition 2.1, if necessary. Note furthermore that η > 0 does not depend on ρ. Hence







 1 − poly(n) exp(−nη) (162)
as required.






















 poly(n) en(s+2δ) 1Bn (163)
recalling that there are only poly(n) many possible Young diagrams and hence at most
so many terms in the sum. 
F. Universal Conditional Erasure for n Copies and Trivial Hamiltonians
Corollary F.1 (Thermodynamic protocol for universal conditional erasure for n copies).
Let S, M be systems, let σS be the maximally mixed state on S. Let s < ln(dS), where
dS is the dimension of S, and let δ > 0 small enough. Let n ∈ N be large enough. Let J
be a large enough information battery and let any m  n(ln(dS) − s − 3δ) such that em
is integer.
Then, there exists η′ > 0 and a thermal operation RSn Mn J→Sn Mn J acting on the
systems Sn Mn J , such that the effective work process TSn Mn→Sn Mn of RSn Mn J→Sn Mn J
with respect to the battery states (τmJ , |0〉J ) is a universal conditional (poly(n) e−nη
′
)-
erasure process resetting Sn to the state σ⊗nS with respect to the set of states S ′Sn Mn ,
where S ′Sn Mn is the convex hull of SSn Mn =
{
ρ⊗nSM : H(S | M)ρ  s
}
.
The case where s = ln(dS) is uninteresting as we cannot hope to extract any work.
In such cases one can simply set m = 0 and take RSn Mn J to be the thermal operation
that completely thermalizes Sn .
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Proof. This is in fact a relatively straightforward application of Proposition 7.1 over n
copies of SM . Let Ps,δSn Mn be given by Proposition E.2. We seek κ, κ
′ that satisfy (87).
We can choose κ = poly(n) exp {−nη(δ)} thanks to Definition E.1. Furthermore for any














and thus we may take κ ′ = poly(n) e−nδ . Finally, η′ is given as η′ = min{δ, η(δ)}. 
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